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What is SuSanA?

- SuSanA is a **open, dynamic and global network** of 11,800 individual members and 350 partner organisations working along the same vision for sustainable sanitation for all
  - Further individuals and organisations are welcome to join!
SuSanA members – our strength
SuSanA Partners – Our Strength

Distribution of SuSanA partners by category
What is the goal of SuSanA?

- To contribute to the achievement of the SDGs by promoting sanitation systems based on principles of sustainability
SuSanA’s new Vision Document

- SuSanA Vision update in relation to the SDGs
- Interlinkages document to support new vision document
- Consultative process within the network
- Global launch at the 24th SuSanA Meeting in Stockholm, 2017
The 4 roles of SuSanA

1. SuSanA is a coordination and discussion platform
2. SuSanA is a sounding board
3. SuSanA contributes to the policy dialogue
4. SuSanA is a working platform (thematic and regional)
   - Through tasks forces, working groups and regional chapters
   - To promote knowledge exchange and learning
(1) SuSanA is a coordination and discussion platform
(1) SuSanA is a coordination and discussion platform

Geographical distribution of SuSanA-meetings since 2007
(2) SuSanA is a sounding board

SuSanA connects and brings together actors from the sanitation sector to communicate and debate in a neutral environment on issues related to sanitation.

- „Compendium of Sanitation Systems and Technologies“
- “Compendium of Sanitation Technologies in Emergencies”
- “Making WASH in schools more sustainable”, Volume I, II and III
- “The Heroes behind sanitation” to be launched today – more discussions around sanitation work(ers) to follow
(3) SuSanA contributes to the policy dialogue

- By supporting members and partners involved in policy dialogue at national and international levels through the provision of a discussion platform, facilitation of meetings and inputs generated from working groups.

- By including the different of constituencies - from small NGOs, universities to UN agencies and donors - into its discussions

- By allowing members of the sector to ultimately speak with one voice
(4) SuSanA is a working platform

- Through thematic working groups and regional chapters

**Working Groups**

SuSanA members can participate in 13 thematic working groups.

1. Capacity development
2. Market development
3. Renewable energies and climate change
4. Sanitation systems and technology options
5. Food security and productive sanitation systems
6. Cities
7. Sustainable WASH in institutions and gender equality
8. Emergency and reconstruction situations
9. Public awareness, advocacy and civil society engagement
10. Operation, maintenance and sustainable services
11. Groundwater protection
12. WASH and nutrition
13. Behaviour change

**Regional Chapters**

- India
- Latin America
- West Asia and North Africa
„Ask us anything“ SuSanA Session
Coffe breaks, after the meeting, at dinner…

The secretariat will be available to answer your questions:

- How to register as a member
- How to become a partner as organisation
- How to use the SuSanA tools, like Forum, Library, Projects database etc.
- How to connect with SuSanA Social Media
- Material to promote SuSanA in your region
- . . .
WSSCC & SuSanA
A new collaboration

Elizabeth Wamera
Water Supply and Sanitation Collaborative Council - WSSCC
I. SuSanA Discussion Forum

➢ **New thematic focus** in Leave No One Behind (LNOB), equality and non-discrimination --> Engagement from members welcome!

➢ Support for two more online moderators

➢ WSSCC LinkedIn CoP members are „moved“ to the SuSanA Forum
II. Launch of Sanitation Event Calendar

- WSSCC and SuSanA are launching a Sanitation Event Calendar today
- Open for all SuSanA partner organisations to upload and feature their trainings, conferences, webinars and other online events
- The Sanitation Calendar can be integrated in all Wordpress websites via a PlugIn
II. Launch of Sanitation Event Calendar

✓ Easy to use

✓ Add your webinars, trainings, MOOCs etc

✓ Events will appear on SuSanA website and other sanitation platforms

29th SuSanA meeting

Title of the event
29th SuSanA meeting

Subtitle or claim
Enter the subtitle.

Start of event
2020-02-22 09:15

End of event
2020-02-22 18:15

Country
Uganda

City
Kampala

Street / Address
Pilots Hotel Kampala, 4 Upper Kololo Terrasse, Kololo

Short description or intro text for the event
The meeting will be convened by the SuSanA Secretariat in collaboration with Kampala Capital City Authority (KCCA) and Water for People. The meeting will focus on City Wise Inclusive Sanitation (C/WIS) Approach in various countries, international and national.
SuSanA 2.0

Shobana Srinivasan
Change Management Task Force (CMTF) Member
Introduction

The SuSanA CMTF is an independent body of individuals representing all regions and constituencies of SuSanA mandated by the Core group and the Secretariat to review and redesign the organisational structure and governance of SuSanA to suit its purpose.

There are 8 members in the task force. More details available on the Forum.
The SuSanA OD Process

- **2018**
  - Aug
  - Endorsement by the Core Group

- **2019**
  - Design the OD process
  - CMTF is introduced and endorsed to the Core Group
  - CMTF establishes its structures, rules and procedures and begins work with Phase 1 → First Workshop
  - CMTF redesigned Vision and purpose of SuSanA, ToR for Governance consultant → Second workshop

- **2020**
  - CMTF to work on Theory of Change and Strategy to guide the Governance Consultant
  - Governance consultant on board and feasible structures explored → TBC Third Workshop
  - All results presented to the Core Group
Contact

The CMTF can be reached through the Secretariat
info@susana.org
Have a great meeting
& enjoy networking
WSSCC & SuSanA
A new collaboration

Elizabeth Wamera
Water Supply and Sanitation Collaborative Council - WSSCC
Some updates

- WSSCC and susana
- Collaboration formalised since December 2019
- Run via Skat
- Focusing on online forum and KM,
- Discussions on potentially regional or national activities
I. SuSanA Discussion Forum

➢ New thematic focus in Leave No One Behind (LNOB), equality and non-discrimination -> Engagement from members welcome!

➢ Eight Category on Equity and Inclusion
➢ Support for two more online moderators
➢ WSSCC LinkedIn CoP members are „moved“ to the SuSanA Forum
II. Launch of Sanitation Event Calendar

- WSSCC and SuSanA are launching a Sanitation Event Calendar today
- Open for all SuSanA partner organisations to upload and feature their trainings, conferences, webinars and other online events
- The Sanitation Calendar can be integrated in all Wordpress websites via a PlugIn
II. Launch of Sanitation Event Calendar

✓ Easy to use

✓ Add your webinars, trainings, MOOCs etc

✓ Events will appear on SuSanA website and other sanitation platforms
SuSanA 2.0

Shobana Srinivasan
Change Management Task Force (CMTF) Member
Introduction

The SuSanA CMTF is an independent body of individuals representing all regions and constituencies of SuSanA mandated by the Core group and the Secretariat to review and redesign the organisational structure and governance of SuSanA to suit its purpose.

There are 8 members in the task force. More details available on the Forum.
The SuSanA OD Process

- Endorsement by the Core Group

2018 Aug
- Design the OD process
- CMTF is introduced and endorsed to the Core Group
- CMTF establishes its structures, rules and procedures and begins work with Phase 1 → First Workshop
- CMTF redesigned Vision and purpose of SuSanA, ToR for Governance consultant → Second workshop

2019
- CMTF to work on Theory of Change and Strategy to guide the Governance Consultant
- Governance consultant on board and feasible structures explored → TBC Third Workshop
- All results presented to the Core Group

2020
Contact

The CMTF can be reached through the Secretariat
info@susana.org
Have a great meeting & enjoy networking

ITS NOT NETWORKING

IF YOU DON'T MEET NEW PEOPLE